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Abstract

Guidelines for variant interpretation include criteria for incorporating phenotype evi-

dence, but this evidence is inconsistently applied. Systematic approaches to using

phenotype evidence are needed. We developed a method for curating disease phe-

notypes as highly or moderately predictive of variant pathogenicity based on the fre-

quency of their association with disease-causing variants. To evaluate this method's

accuracy, we retrospectively reviewed variants with clinical classifications that had

evolved from uncertain to definitive in genes associated with curated predictive phe-

notypes. To demonstrate the clinical validity and utility of this approach, we com-

pared variant classifications determined with and without predictive phenotype

evidence. The curation method was accurate for 93%–98% of eligible variants.

Among variants interpreted using highly predictive phenotype evidence, the percent-

age classified as pathogenic or likely pathogenic was 80%, compared with 46%–54%

had the evidence not been used. Positive results among individuals harboring variants

with highly predictive phenotype-guided interpretations would have been missed in

25%–37% of diagnostic tests and 39%–50% of carrier screens had other approaches

to phenotype evidence been used. In summary, predictive phenotype evidence asso-

ciated with specific curated genes can be systematically incorporated into variant

interpretation to reduce uncertainty and increase the clinical utility of genetic testing.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

When evaluating the pathogenicity of DNA variants, clinical informa-

tion from ordering clinicians can be critical. As clinical genetic testing

increasingly involves multi-gene panels, exomes, and genomes, a great

number of variants can be detected. In clinically affected individuals,

phenotype data can be instrumental in differentiating causative vari-

ants from benign or likely benign (B/LB) ones.

Although the 2015 guidelines for sequence variant interpretation
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(ACMG) and the Association for Molecular Pathology (AMP) clearly

delineate the major categories and relative strengths of evidence to

be considered when classifying variants, discordance in variant inter-

pretation across clinical genetic testing laboratories has been reported

(Amendola et al., 2016; Richards et al., 2015) In particular, the most

inconsistently applied criteria category for classifying pathogenic vari-

ants (i.e., PP4) involves phenotype evidence: “Patient's phenotype or

family history is highly specific for a disease with a single genetic etiol-

ogy.” (Richards et al., 2015) The inconsistent application of this cate-

gory may be due partly to the subjective nature of identifying

components of a phenotype that are “highly specific” for a disease.

To improve concordance in clinical variant classification among

labs, the National Institutes of Health-funded Clinical Genome

Resource (ClinGen) group has convened Variant Curation Expert

Panels that rigorously curate gene-disease relationships and pheno-

type variability in relation to the ACMG/AMP guidelines (Rivera-

Muñoz et al., 2018). In addition, ClinGen has tasked its Sequence Vari-

ant Interpretation Working Group with systematically reviewing

ACMG/AMP criteria to evaluate how those criteria can be quantita-

tively assessed and how gene-phenotype relationships should be inte-

grated into that assessment. These efforts have been applied to a

small subset of genes; but, there is not yet a unifying framework for

incorporating the PP4 criterion across all disease genes.

With the goal of improving the consistency and scalability of vari-

ant interpretation, the clinical genetic testing lab Invitae iteratively

refined the ACMG/AMP criteria by adding greater granularity around

each evidence criterion. The result was the previously described

ACMG/AMP-guided variant interpretation framework, Sherloc

(Nykamp et al., 2017). To date, Sherloc has undergone more than a

dozen revisions and has been used to classify nearly 1 million variants

from more than 15,000 genes (National Center for Biotechnology

Information, National Library of Medicine, National Institutes of

Health, 2022). Despite this expansive use, incorporating phenotype

information into Sherloc remains challenging because that information

can be difficult to accurately quantify and consistently apply. For

example, although independent variant classification by two Invitae

geneticists showed >95% concordance across 177 variants (internal

data), the few discordances between them were almost all attribut-

able to disagreements in the interpretation of phenotype informa-

tion and its relation to the observed genotypes. In addition, ultra-

rare variants in individuals with well-defined syndromes and highly

specific clinical signs were sometimes classified as variant(s) of

uncertain significance (VUS), despite their high likelihood of being

pathogenic. This is not a new observation in clinical genetic testing

labs, and clinicians have also voiced concerns about the inability

of current variant interpretation approaches to systematically

account for prior probability of pathogenicity based on phenotype

(Cederbaum, 2015).

To increase the consistency and clinical value of using phenotype

information in clinical variant interpretation, we developed a quantita-

tive method for curating genes for which certain phenotypes indicate

a high prior probability that rare pathogenic variants will be detected

in those genes. Here, we describe this novel curation approach and its

validation within Sherloc, which assigns predetermined weight to

different categories of phenotype evidence during variant interpreta-

tion. We also explore the clinical utility of this approach and its impact

on reducing the number of VUS.

2 | PATIENTS AND METHODS

2.1 | Editorial policies and ethical considerations

Study data were de-identified and approved for analysis by an inde-

pendent institutional review board (WCG IRB protocol CR-001-02,

Tracking ID 20161796). All patients provided informed consent (either

written or verbal) before genetic screening tests were ordered. Rele-

vant clinically reported variants and de-identified clinical information

were collected for analyses with institutional review board approval.

The need for additional consent was waived.

2.2 | Introduction to novel approach to
phenotype data

In Sherloc, each type of evidence considered in variant interpretation

(e.g., population frequency, functional data) is assigned predetermined

points, and the points from all types of evidence are tallied to deter-

mine a variant's clinical classification (Nykamp et al., 2017). Classifica-

tion as pathogenic or likely pathogenic (P/LP) requires a minimum of

four points accumulated from evidence indicating a pathogenic effect.

Classification as B/LB requires a minimum of three points toward a

benign effect. Variants that do not reach the thresholds for P/LP or

B/LB are categorized as VUS.

To improve Sherloc's handling of phenotype evidence, we first

considered that some clinical, morphological, or biochemical traits

(i.e., phenotypes) are frequently associated with a specific genetic

condition and thus could be considered predictive for that condition.

Broadly, we established two categories of predictive phenotype evi-

dence to account for differences in the strength of association

between a certain phenotype (or collection of phenotypes) and patho-

genic variants in a given gene or set of genes. The first category is

highly predictive phenotype evidence, which is nearly always associ-

ated with a genetic condition; in this category, a variant in the associ-

ated gene(s) is highly likely to explain the clinical phenotype. The

second category is moderately predictive phenotype evidence, which

is frequently but not always associated with a genetic condition; in

this category, a variant in the associated gene(s) has only a moderate

chance of explaining the clinical phenotype (Figure 1a).

2.3 | Curation of predictive phenotype data

The systematic approach to using phenotypic evidence in variant

interpretation begins with curating genes based on the likelihood that

genetic testing of an individual with a specific set of clinical signs and

symptoms (i.e., phenotype) will result in a molecular diagnosis in that

gene (Figure 1a). To determine the likelihood that a given phenotype
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or collection of signs and symptoms would be associated with a

molecular diagnosis, we reviewed the literature for clinical studies

involving genetic testing of individuals who had the phenotype of

interest (Figure 1b). The phenotype data and genetic testing results

were extracted from the published studies and used to calculate the

proportion of individuals with the phenotype of interest who had a

molecular diagnosis. We referred to this proportion as the phenotype

diagnostic rate (PDR). When the PDR was high (>75% of individuals

with a given phenotype were found to have a positive molecular diag-

nosis or likely positive molecular result), we referred to the phenotype

as “highly predictive.” When PDR was moderate (25%–75%), we

referred to the phenotype as “moderately predictive.” Weaker gene-

phenotype associations were limited to family segregation evidence

only. Additional details are provided in the Supplement, including an

example evaluation of PDR in Table S1.

2.4 | Predictive phenotype-guided variant
interpretation

We next integrated predictive phenotype evidence into Sherloc by

establishing rules for applying predetermined numbers of points dur-

ing variant interpretation. Predictive phenotype evidence was consid-

ered for VUS or LP variants when (1) the variant was in a gene with

curated phenotype criteria and (2) sufficient clinical phenotype data

were provided by the ordering clinician or had been described in the

literature to be associated with that variant.

If the individual's phenotype or the published phenotype met

highly predictive phenotype criteria, and all of the genes included in

the PDR calculation for the suspected condition were sequenced,

1, 1.5, or 2 points toward pathogenicity were awarded depending on

the inheritance pattern of the condition (autosomal dominant, X-

linked dominant, X-linked recessive, or autosomal recessive), the

zygosity of the variant (hemizygous, heterozygous, or homozygous),

and the detection of additional variants (VUS or P/LP) in the same

gene (Table 1). For genes associated with autosomal recessive inheri-

tance, two heterozygous variants or one homozygous variant had to

be present to apply highly predictive phenotype evidence, while one

variant was sufficient for genes associated with dominant inheritance.

Because two variants are less likely than one variant to arise by

chance, a newly observed variant in an autosomal recessive gene was

considered more likely to be the cause of an individual's condition

than a variant in a gene associated with autosomal dominant inheri-

tance. Therefore, variants in autosomal recessive genes were awarded

more points toward pathogenicity for highly predictive phenotype evi-

dence than variants in autosomal dominant genes if one of the vari-

ants was already classified as P/LP or if a variant was homozygous

(Table 1).

For individuals who had a phenotype that met only moderately

predictive criteria, we awarded 0, 1, 2, or 3 pathogenic evidence

F IGURE 1 Model and methods for weighting phenotype evidence for variant interpretation. (a) In our model, phenotype evidence was
categorized and weighted based on the likelihood that the cause of a condition had a known genetic etiology. When a high percentage of
individuals with the same collection of clinical features were shown to have pathogenic variants indicating a molecular diagnosis, the phenotype
was considered highly predictive. As shown in the lower left quadrant, the phenotype of an individual alone was less predictive of a known
genetic basis, so classification could only rely on observation of the variant segregating in a family of individuals with similar clinical features, a
separate type of evidence in the ACMG/AMP guidelines and Sherloc (Richards et al., 2015; Nykamp et al., 2017) (b) To determine the appropriate

category of phenotype evidence for gene(s) associated with a condition, we followed a systematic curation workflow. Phenotype includes clinical
signs and symptoms, either individually or in combination
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points depending on the number of previously observed individuals

(either observed internally or published in the literature) whose vari-

ants met the curated phenotype criteria. Thus, each observed variant

in an individual with highly predictive phenotype evidence was

awarded twice the number of points as a variant in an individual with

moderately predictive phenotype evidence. If neither highly nor mod-

erately predictive phenotype criteria were curated for the gene, or the

individual's phenotype as reported by the referring physician was

insufficient to meet highly or moderately predictive phenotype

criteria, pathogenic points were awarded only in the presence of fam-

ily segregation data.

As an example of how this approach works, in studies of primary

ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) that included clinical cohorts with at least two

of four clinical features of PCD (i.e., unexplained neonatal respiratory

distress in a term infant, year-round daily cough beginning before

6 months of age, year-round daily nasal congestion before 6 months

of age, or organ laterality defect), the PDR was >75% when at least

26 known PCD genes were tested (Kim et al., 2014; Leigh et al., 2016;

Marshall et al., 2015; Shapiro et al., 2018). Therefore, in our genetic

testing context, if individuals had only one clinical feature of PCD or if

fewer than these 26 genes were tested, highly predictive phenotype

evidence would not be applied during variant interpretation. Instead,

moderately predictive phenotype evidence would be applied.

2.5 | Study cohort and genetic testing

We retrospectively reviewed DNA sequencing results from unrelated

individuals who received diagnostic full-gene sequencing and exonic

deletion/duplication analyses between March 8, 2016 and October

7, 2019, for at least 1 of 187 genes curated for highly predictive phe-

notype criteria. Although phenotype data is not collected for individ-

uals undergoing reproductive carrier screening, phenotype-guided

variant interpretation may inform carrier screening results when the

variant identified has been previously interpreted through diagnostic

testing. We therefore also reviewed results from unrelated individuals

who received carrier screening in the same time period and had a

positive result involving a variant previously interpreted with highly

predictive phenotype evidence. Sequencing was performed as previ-

ously described with an average of 350� and a minimum of 50�
depth of sequencing coverage (Lincoln et al., 2015; Truty

et al., 2019).

TABLE 1 Sherloc evidence codes and points awarded for variants observed in individuals who meet highly or moderately predictive
phenotype criteria

Predictive category

Sherloc

evidence code Evidence description

Pathogenic points

awarded in Sherloc

Corresponding ACMG

criteria category

Moderate EV0228 Variant previously identified in one

individual with moderately predictive

phenotype evidence

0 None

Moderate EV0081 Variant previously identified in two

individuals with moderately predictive

phenotype evidence

1 PS4

Moderate EV0080 Variant previously identified in three

individuals with moderately predictive

phenotype evidence

2 PS4

Moderate EV0079 Variant previously identified in four

individuals with moderately predictive

phenotype evidence

3 PS4

High EV0169 In an AD gene, a rare heterozygous or

hemizygous variant in one individual

with highly predictive phenotype

evidence

2 PP4

High EV0155 In an AR gene, a rare heterozygous variant

co-occurring with heterozygous VUS in

one individual with highly predictive

phenotype evidence

1 PP4

High EV0154 In an AR gene, a rare heterozygous variant

co-occurring with P/LP variant in same

gene in one individual with highly

predictive phenotype evidence

1.5 PP4

High EV0153 In an AR gene, a rare homozygous variant

in one individual with highly predictive

phenotype evidence

2 PP4

Note: AD gene, a gene associated with a condition with autosomal dominant inheritance. AR gene, a gene associated with a condition with autosomal

recessive inheritance.
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2.6 | Concordance between predictive phenotype
criteria and current variant classifications

Given that predictive phenotype evidence was only counted toward

pathogenicity (never toward a benign classification), we were able to

measure the concordance of the predictive phenotype criteria by

reviewing variant classification changes over time. We first identified

variants originally classified as VUS as the result of variant interpreta-

tion that included predictive phenotype evidence (“historical VUS”).
We then reviewed internal records for any subsequent reclassification

of these VUS to P/LP or B/LB when new evidence (e.g., experimental

findings or an independent clinical observation) became available.

Reclassification of the historical VUS to P/LP indicated concordance

of the criteria and reclassification to B/LB indicated discordance

(Figure 2). The concordance of the predictive phenotype criteria was

finally calculated as the proportion of concordant variants over the

total number of historical VUS.

2.7 | Utility of predictive phenotype evidence

To measure the utility of highly predictive phenotype evidence for

variant classification, we first identified all variants for which highly

predictive phenotype evidence had contributed to their clinical classi-

fications via Sherloc. Using the collective recorded evidence for these

variants, we then simulated their classifications using two other

variant interpretation frameworks: (1) a version of Sherloc in which all

highly predictive phenotype evidence was weighted as moderately

predictive phenotype evidence (“Sherloc-restricted” framework) and

(2) the ACMG/AMP 2015 guidelines (“baseline ACMG/AMP” frame-

work; Richards et al., 2015). Among the full set of variants, the pro-

portions of P, LP, and VUS classifications from the three frameworks

(i.e., Sherloc, Sherloc-restricted, and baseline ACMG/AMP) were com-

pared. To ensure that Sherloc and the Sherloc-restricted framework

could be equivalently compared with the ACMG/AMP framework,

Sherloc, and Sherloc-restricted interpretations were produced solely

with evidence points, excluding the adjustments by expert review that

are normally used in clinical practice. Additional details including an

example of classifications resulting from the three interpretation

frameworks (Table S2) are provided in the Supplement.

To assess the clinical impact of highly predictive phenotype evi-

dence in both diagnostic testing and carrier screening, we first identi-

fied unrelated individuals who had at least one variant classified as P,

LP, or VUS with highly predictive phenotype evidence (Sherloc) and

then simulated results as if the variants had been interpreted within

the Sherloc-restricted and baseline ACMG/AMP frameworks. Within

all three frameworks, diagnostic testing results were defined as

(1) Positive, when P/LP variants were identified in a gene in which the

zygosity of the variants was consistent with the established disease

inheritance pattern; (2) Likely Positive, when one heterozygous P/LP

variant and one heterozygous VUS was identified in the same gene

for an autosomal recessive condition; (3) Carrier, when a heterozygous

F IGURE 2 Evaluating predictive phenotype criteria concordance via a prospective performance approach. To start (“Initial”), the variant is
identified in a patient with clinical features meeting curated highly predictive phenotype criteria. Highly predictive phenotype evidence is then
used during clinical interpretation along with all other available lines of evidence, and the variant is originally classified as VUS. Over time
("Intermediate"), additional evidence is applied (e.g., new studies published in the literature reveal additional functional evidence), but the variant
remains classified as a VUS. Finally ("Now"), additional evidence can be applied (e.g., the variant is reported in a new case study as de novo in an
affected individual). The aggregate of the evidence now supports classification as pathogenic. This same methodology was used to examine the
concordance of moderately predictive phenotype evidence
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P/LP variant was identified in a gene associated with an autosomal

recessive condition (or X-linked condition in female individuals); and

(4) Uncertain, when one or more VUS were identified in the absence

of any P/LP variant. For example, in a male patient, a variant in

ABCD1, which is associated with X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy

(MIM: 300100), would have a Positive result if classified as P within

Sherloc but an Uncertain result if classified as a VUS within the

Sherloc-restricted framework. Carrier screening results were defined

as Positive when a P/LP variant was identified and Negative when no

P/LP variant was identified.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Accuracy of preemptive curation of genes for
predictive phenotype evidence

We identified 890 unique variants that were historically classified as

VUS when highly predictive phenotype evidence was applied during

clinical interpretation of variants identified during diagnostic testing

(Table 2). Of these, 275 were later reclassified; 270 (98.2%) were

reclassified to P/LP. Only five of the historical VUS with highly predic-

tive phenotype evidence were reclassified to B/LB after the addition

of other clinical evidence; these VUS were found in SCN1A (n = 3),

DNAH5 (n = 1), and RYR1 (n = 1). We also identified 11,942 unique

variants originally classified as VUS when moderately predictive phe-

notype evidence was applied during clinical interpretation. Of these,

1808 were eventually reclassified: 1697 (93.9%) were reclassified to

P/LP and 111 (6.1%) were reclassified to B/LB (Table 2).

3.2 | Impact of predictive phenotype evidence on
variant interpretation

The 187 genes curated for highly predictive phenotype criteria and

included in this study were largely associated with inherited metabolic

disorders (Table S3). Within the 187 genes, clinical sequencing identi-

fied 18,281 VUS and P/LP variants, of which 1505 (8%) had highly

predictive phenotype evidence applied during the interpretation pro-

cess. The remaining variants (i.e., the majority) were not eligible for

highly predictive phenotype evidence criteria in Sherloc due to one of

the following reasons: (1) available clinical information was lacking for

the individual tested and any individuals reported in the literature,

(2) available clinical information did not meet the highly predictive

phenotype criteria, (3) the genotype and/or variant zygosity did not

match the inheritance pattern requirements for the gene, (4) the vari-

ant had not been re-evaluated since highly predictive phenotype

criteria had been approved for the gene, or (5) the variant was already

classified as P based on other lines of evidence and therefore did not

require further evaluation.

We compared variant interpretation outcomes for the 1505 study

variants under all three interpretation frameworks. When classified

within Sherloc, 79.6% of variants (1198/1505) were classified as P/LP

(Figure 3a). Under the simulated Sherloc-restricted and baseline

ACMG/AMP frameworks, the proportion classified as P/LP dropped

to 53.5% (805/1505) and 45.5% (685/1505), respectively (Figure 3a).

Concomitantly, the proportion of VUS increased from 20.4%

(307/1505) within Sherloc to 46.5% (700/1505) and 54.5%

(820/1505) within the Sherloc-restricted and baseline ACMG/AMP

frameworks, respectively (Figure 3a).

3.3 | Impact of predictive phenotype evidence on
patient results

We identified 3979 unrelated individuals who each had highly predic-

tive phenotype evidence applied for at least one of the 1505 study

variants identified during diagnostic testing. We then compared their

genetic testing results under the three frameworks. When variants

were classified within Sherloc, 66.2% of tested individuals

(2634/3979) received a Positive or Likely Positive result, compared

with only 49.8% (1982/3979) when the Sherloc-restricted framework

was used and 41.5% (1654/3979) when the baseline ACMG/AMP

framework was used (Figure 3b).

Carrier screening also benefited from predictive phenotype-

guided interpretation. Out of the 302 genes on the lab's largest carrier

screening panel, 48 had highly predictive phenotype evidence applied

during variant interpretation in separate diagnostic tests. Among all

Positive carrier screening results involving a variant interpreted with

highly predictive phenotype evidence, only 61% (1783/2917) would

be Positive if only moderately predictive evidence had been applied,

and only 50% (1469/2917) would be Positive if only ACMG/AMP

criteria had been applied (Figure 3c). The 2917 Positive carrier screen-

ing cases in this analysis accounted for 5.4% of the 53,695 Positive

carrier screening cases reported during the study period. Thus, if strict

ACMG/AMP criteria had been used instead of Sherloc with highly

predictive phenotype evidence, 2.7% of Positive carrier results would

have been missed.

TABLE 2 Concordance of highly and moderately predictive
criteria

Highly
predictive

phenotype
evidence

Moderately
predictive

phenotype
evidence

No. of variants classified as VUS

when predictive phenotype

evidence originally applied

(historical VUS)

890 11,942

No. of historical VUS reclassified

to P/LP

270 1697

No. of historical VUS reclassified

to B/LB

5 111

Concordance 98.2% 93.9%
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4 | DISCUSSION

Phenotype evidence can reduce uncertainty in variant classification

when the phenotype is highly predictive for a specific condition. This

is explained in the ACMG/AMP guidelines, but additional specificity is

needed to guide appropriate and consistent use of phenotype evi-

dence in clinical variant interpretation. To systematically incorporate

this evidence type, we developed a novel, quantitative method for

curating genes associated with distinctive phenotypes. We demon-

strated that this methodology is valid and accurate, with 94%–98% of

VUS reclassifications agreeing with the pathogenicity suggested by

the curated phenotype criteria. Finally, based on studying a large

cohort referred for clinical genetic testing, we showed that not incor-

porating phenotype information during variant interpretation can

reduce diagnostic findings in certain genes associated with highly pre-

dictive phenotypes by 25%–37%.

Previous studies have suggested that a systematic way to assess

phenotype information during the variant interpretation process

would improve variant classification, including using phenotype-

informed prioritization of potential disease-causative variants identi-

fied by exome sequencing (Cipriani et al., 2020; Masino et al., 2014;

Thompson et al., 2019). This study demonstrates that clinician-

reported phenotype data can improve variant interpretation when

those data are used in a refined interpretation framework that

includes preemptively curated phenotype criteria. This improvement

to variant interpretation benefits both individuals undergoing diagnos-

tic testing and individuals undergoing carrier screening.

Although phenotype data is not collected from individuals under-

going carrier screening, phenotype-guided variant interpretation can

still have value because the clinical significance of a detected variant

may have been previously interpreted in the context of diagnostic

testing of affected individuals. Notably, nearly all conditions assessed

in carrier screening are recessive conditions, and many conditions

associated with highly predictive phenotypes are also recessive. This

may partly explain why this method, when compared with other inter-

pretation methods, doubled the number of positive carrier observa-

tions for variants that had predictive phenotype evidence applied in

the context of diagnostic testing. Of note, the clinical impact of utiliz-

ing this method during carrier screening is likely an underestimate, as

only 48 of 302 carrier genes in the study included variants in which

highly predictive phenotype evidence had been applied. Expanding

the number of carrier genes eligible for highly predictive phenotype

F IGURE 3 Impact of differentially weighted phenotype evidence on variant interpretation and patient results. (a) Percentage of variants
observed in diagnostic testing classified as VUS and P/LP among 1505 variants interpreted under three frameworks: (1) Sherloc, which includes
both highly predictive and moderately predictive phenotype evidence, (2) Sherloc with all predictive phenotype evidence weighted as moderately
predictive (“Sherloc-restricted”), and (3) baseline ACMG/AMP criteria. (b) Percentage of 3979 individuals with specific diagnostic testing results
based on variants interpreted within the three frameworks. (c) Percentage of 2917 individuals with a positive carrier screening result involving a
variant previously interpreted with highly predictive phenotype evidence in Sherloc, compared to carrier screenings results under Sherloc-
restricted and baseline ACMG/AMP. Asterisks indicate that the variant classifications and patient results shown are based on simulated variant
interpretations
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evidence through the predictive phenotype curation process would

likely further increase the impact of this evidence on the positive

carrier rate.

Currently, phenotype information is used extensively to interpret

genome and exome sequencing through the use of Human Phenotype

Ontology algorithms that improve diagnostic yield. However, because

phenotype information is not universally provided by clinicians when

ordering targeted testing using gene panels (Son et al., 2018), the clini-

cal utility of the test is limited. Clinical labs can reach out to clinicians

after the initial test order to gather additional phenotype information,

but this is an inefficient practice that is increasingly difficult to sustain

as the number of tests grows. To fully realize the benefits of predic-

tive phenotype evidence, clinicians should provide clinical labs with

detailed clinical information at the time of the initial test order

irrespective of whether the testing is performed with curated gene

panels, exomes, or genomes. Using objective rules and preemptively

weighted phenotype evidence during variant interpretation can

reduce complexity for testing labs by eliminating subjectivity from the

application of phenotype evidence, even as testing volume grows.

The approach described here for curating phenotype evidence

and applying it during variant interpretation fits within the clinical

genetic testing lab's broader approach to systematically and objec-

tively use evidence in the clinical interpretation of novel variants. For

phenotype evidence in particular, we incorporate the likelihood that

the disease is caused by germline variants in a single gene

(i.e., Mendelian disorders). Highly penetrant and early-onset disorders,

including many pediatric and inherited metabolic disorders, have a

higher prior probability of receiving a molecular diagnosis from a

germline genetic test than disorders such as cancer, which may be

caused by inherited variants, somatic variants, and/or environmental

factors. Therefore, the likelihood that clinical signs and symptoms are

genetic in origin, and concomitantly the likelihood that a genetic test

will have a high PDR, is much greater for certain pediatric and meta-

bolic disorders than for cancer. We therefore award stronger evidence

(i.e., more Sherloc points) for phenotype evidence associated with

conditions with highly penetrant, early onset phenotypes and high

PDRs than conditions with more diverse etiologies and low PDRs

(Figure 1a). Moreover, the approach is highly accurate, with >98%

concordance between the curated highly predictive phenotype criteria

and current variant classifications. Notably, three of the five instances

of discordance involved SCN1A, suggesting that the predictive pheno-

type criteria for this gene should be reviewed.

The approach described here is similar to efforts from various

ClinGen working groups to curate genes and associated phenotypes

to better inform variant interpretation (Gelb et al., 2018; Kelly

et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Mester et al., 2018; Zastrow

et al., 2018). However, the present approach is more generalizable as

it is not gene- or disease-specific but rather uses an agnostic frame-

work for curating any disease gene and quantitatively awarding evi-

dence points toward pathogenicity during variant interpretation with

Sherloc.

Preemptively curated phenotype evidence can be incorporated

into any variant interpretation framework, enabling its use in many

genetic testing modalities from single-gene sequencing to panel

testing, exome sequencing, and whole genome sequencing. Individuals

presenting with inherited metabolic or pediatric conditions may bene-

fit most from a variant interpretation framework that utilizes pheno-

type information, due to the strength of associations between

phenotypes and genotypes and because clinicians may be more likely

to supply phenotype information when the phenotype is more severe

and a genetic etiology is strongly suspected.

This study was limited by the fact that many genetic test requisi-

tions from clinicians come with incomplete phenotype data, precluding

the application of predictive phenotype evidence when classifying vari-

ants observed in individuals who may actually have the relevant pheno-

types and genotypes. In addition, by limiting the scope to disorders for

which highly predictive phenotype evidence is available, the overall

effect of curated phenotype evidence on VUS rates across all possible

inherited conditions could not be assessed. Further, the lab does not

reassess previously reported variants solely because the associated

gene has been newly curated for predictive phenotype evidence.

Therefore, the dataset may have contained more variants for which this

type of evidence was relevant. Finally, very rare disorders with few or

no instances described in the literature were not addressed, as multiple

reported instances of a disease are required by the curation approach

to establish that a gene is associated with a genetic condition.

Currently, the majority of genes with curated highly predictive

phenotype evidence are associated with inherited metabolic diseases.

In the future, we expect that more genes from a wide range of clinical

areas will be curated by Invitae for predictive phenotype evidence,

thus expanding the utility of this method across medical specialties.

Additional future explorations include using Human Phenotype Ontol-

ogy terms to analyze phenotype findings to assist in the application of

predictive phenotype evidence.

5 | CONCLUSION

Preemptively curating gene-phenotype associations and systemati-

cally applying phenotype evidence for variant interpretation increases

the clinical utility of genetic testing and reduces the frequency of

uncertain results. These findings, coupled with the high concordance

of highly predictive phenotype evidence, support weighting pheno-

type evidence according to its predictive value to improve the quality

and accuracy of variant interpretation. In the future, the curation

approach described in this study can be used for additional disease

genes and phenotypes. In addition, the utility of phenotype evidence

is expected to grow concomitantly with public gene-phenotype

curation databases such as the Gene Curation Coalition Database and

Matchmaker Exchange (DiStefano et al., 2022; Philippakis et al. 2015)

improvements in natural language processing algorithms for scouring

the literature for gene-phenotype associations, and machine-learning

approaches for modeling the predictive nature of specific phenotypes.
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